
TOTAL AVIATION SERVICES a promise not made lightly.



“	The key to customer satisfaction is to create added value:
  Combining state-of-the-art aircraft with expert support
 services tailored to the needs of your business. As customers 
 define value in their own terms, we see our job as under-
 standing those terms and translating them into a totally
 integrated aviation solution.“  JUST FLY.

WE LOOK AFTER 
THE DETAILS. GERRIT BASSON, CEO EXECUJET AVIATION GROUP



OUR OPERATING BASES

AFRICA
ASIA PACIFIC
CARIBBEAN

EUROPE
LATIN AMERICA
MIDDLE EAST

OUR SERVICES

CHARTER
AIRCRAFT MANAGEMENT

FBO
MAINTENANCE 

As an industry leader, ExecuJet offers a full 

range of tailored and integrated business 

aviation services for individuals, companies, and 

governments alike, allowing them the freedom to 

focus on key business activities. Business aviation 

represents the ultimate combination of speed, 

flexibility, convenience, cost-efficiency, security 

and, of course, safety.

Therefore, having an experienced partner is 

essential for our customers to enjoy the total 

comfort and peace of mind that a truly global 

network provides. Our strategic alliances with 

highly respected partners allow us to pass on to 

our customers worldwide, seamlessly integrated 

solutions, perfectly suited to any business 

aviation goal.

From operating bases in Africa, Asia Pacific, 

Caribbean, Europe, Latin America and the Middle 

East, ExecuJet offers executive air charter; 

aircraft management and maintenance; FBO 

services, and aircraft completions consulting. 

Whatever your requirement, ExecuJet is able to 

provide an unparalleled aviation service, with 

24/7 operations across all time zones.

ExecuJet is part of the Luxaviation Group.

EXECUJET travel your own way



TOTAL AVIATION SERVICES a promise not made lightly.

SMOOTHLY RUN

AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS

Our aircraft management service allows
you all the benefits of aircraft ownership 
with none of the time-consuming 
management responsibilities involved
in aircraft operations.

Let us take care of complex matters
such as aviation legislation compliance, 
aircraft maintenance coordination,
staff recruitment, and productive
aircraft operation, providing you with
lower costs and greater efficiencies.

FLY ANY MISSION IN TOTAL COMFORT AND AT EASE

We take the time to really understand your business aviation needs, 
on the ground and in the air. ExecuJet operates a modern fleet of 
fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft at our operating bases worldwide. 

FULLY COMMITTED TO PRECISION AND RELIABILITY

All our maintenance services are approved and certified by international aviation 
authorities and our quality workmanship is governed by stringent internal quality 
and regulatory audited control.

Choosing ExecuJet for the maintenance of your aircraft, completions and 
refurbishment management, aircraft reviews, pre purchase inspections, technical 
inspections, documentation review or an aircraft survey at the end of an OEM 
warranty means putting your investment into reliable, experienced hands with
a long-standing reputation for unmatched expertise and attention to detail.

PERSONALISED ATTENTION

FOR PASSENGERS AND CREW

We provide a diverse range of FBO and
aircraft aviation solutions, including flight 
planning, arranging overflight and landing 
clearances, inflight catering, and a complete 
menu of ground handling and concierge 
services, such as aircraft, passenger and
baggage handling; fuel; aircraft valet and 
hangarage; security; customs and immigration; 
limousine and ground transportation.

CHARTER

AIRCRAFT MANAGEMENT

FBO

MAINTENANCE 



EXECUJET operating worldwide

NEW DELHI

JOHANNESBURG

MONTERREY

TOLUCA

LAGOS

CAPE TOWN

TIANJIN

MOSCOW

ISTANBUL

DUBAIRIYADH

KUALA LUMPUR

SYDNEY

SINGAPORE

WELLINGTON

PERTH

MELBOURNE

BALI

LONDON
CAMBRIDGE

BARCELONA

VALENCIA

ZURICH (HEAD OFFICE)

IBIZA

PALMA

BERLIN

COPENHAGEN

GERONA

BRUSSELS

GENEVA

MUNICH

ST. MAARTEN



visit us at EXECUJET.COM

ExecuJet Head Office

ExecuJet Aviation Centre
PO Box 1
8058 Zurich-Airport
Switzerland

Tel: +41 44 804 1616
Fax: +41 44 804 1617
info@execujet.com


